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This one is dedicated to your teachers.  
They care about you more than you can imagine.
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Chapter 1:
A PeCuliAr Pet

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Brian, Teresa Kietlinski, Devlin Rice,  
Patrick Raube, Valeska Populoh, Michael Lamason, Katherine Fahey, 
Carlyn Thomas, Matt Gemmel, Ed Schrader, Dan Deacon, Bucketlist, 
Emily Wexler, Bun Magic Pro Tour, Remington, and Baltimore.

The Cryptosub is  
f ixed. It’s almost  
time to take it  
on our next mission!

Gunthar!
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They love playing in it. But  
they always end up arguing.

I say, let goblins  
and elves be goblins  
and elves!

I’ll just give  
them a little more 
time out here.

You
 see that

ove
r there? That’s Alexander and  

Gunthar’s igloo.

I said no,      Gunthar!2



They love playing in it. But  
they always end up arguing.

You get f ifteen m
ore minutes.  

        Then get in here, you guys!
That’s Alexander and  
Gunthar’s igloo.

But, Alex—
I said no,      Gunthar! 3



SLAM!

Blizz Richards didn’t know that his helpers were miles away . . .

Gunthar, you’re keeping 
a dinosaur as a pet? 

You won’t be able to keep it a secret from Blizz 
forever. And anyway, it’s super dangerous.

That thing is a wild animal. 
You can’t tame it.

44
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He eats from my hand.  
He’s totally gentle.

Oh, relax, A
lex!

My dino likes me. See?
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OOO
F!

Come here . 
. .

good boy!

See?

Yeah, sure. He looks real tame to me. 7



He just 
needs to be  
trained.

    He’s a wild  
    animal, not  
   a pet. C’mon,  
  we better  
get back.

Chapter 2:
trAvel by sub
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